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Title:  
Detachable Faucet 
 
Abstract: 
Disclosed is a faucet or plumbing fixture utilizing a quick connection system that allows 
the faucet or plumbing fixture to quickly connect and disconnect without the use of 
additional tools. The quick connection system may include seals, check valves, O-rings, 
or other connection that allows for a fixture to connect to a base, create a seal, and 
allow for the flow of fluid to occur. 
 
Invention: 
Two major consumer pain points of faucets are the installation method and having to 
clean around them. This invention was created to try to alleviate both of these pain point 
in order to improve and simplify both processes 
New installation method allows for faucet to be quickly removed from installed base in 
countertop to easily clean or replace faucet unit.  Double check valve connections mean 
that the faucet water supply does not need to be turned off prior to either activity or no 
water is released when disconnection is made.  
The faucet would appear to be a normal faucet from above the counter top.  Under the 
counter the installation process would be modified to allow for a flush mounted 
installation port where the dual check valves on faucet can be easily inserted. The 
under counter top portion of the installation is now separate from the above counter 
faucet componentry. Connections from the water lines to faucet are unchanged versus 
current.  Installation of flush mounted installation port would ideally be secured in a top 
down fashion. 
Check valve technology is used in other industries: air hoses, medical, hydraulics.  
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